Available copy protocols guarantee the consistency of replicated data objects against any combination of non-Byzantine failures that do not result in partial communication failures. While the original available copy protocol assumed instantaneous detection of failures and instantaneous propagation of this information, more realistic protocols that do not rely on these assumptions have been devised. Two such protocols are investigated in this paper: a naive available copy (NAC) protocol that does not maintain any state information, and an optimistic available copy (OAC) protocol that only maintains state information at write and recovery times.
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Critical data are often replicated in distributed systems to reduce their read access times or increase their availability in the presence of system failures [4, 5, 29, 31] . A major issue in the management of replicated data is the choice of the consistency protocol used to guarantee that all users share the same view of the replicated data objects. Several protocols have been proposed, including majority consensus voting [11, 35] , general quorum consensus [14] , voting with witnesses [24, 25] , dynamic voting [7, 15] , available copy [3, 12, 18] , and the regeneration algorithm [30] .
Until recently, few studies have been dedicated to the performance of these protocols, either in terms of message traffic overhead or in terms of the availability and reliability of the replicated data managed by such protocols. As a result, investigations of consistency protocols have often focused on algorithms with relatively poor fault-tolerance characteristics such as majority consensus voting while more resilient protocols such as available copy or dynamic voting have received considerably less attention.
Available copy protocols were designed to provide higher data availabilities and reliabilities than voting protocols in environments that preclude partial communication failures. Since they discount the possibility of network partitions, available copy protocols can allow access to a replicated data object as long as a single replica of the data object remains available. As a consequence, replication with available copy protocols is a viable technique with two replicas while voting protocols require at least three replicas to garner any improvement in availability over an ordinary unreplicated data object.
Several reasons can be advanced to explain why available copy protocols have not yet received the attention that they deserve. First, most earlier computer networks used point-to-point subnets. They were therefore subject to partial communication failures. Second, the original available copy protocol [3, 12] assumed instantaneous detection of site failures. As a result, available copy protocols were often deemed too difficult to implement. Finally, the lack of any comprehensive study of protocol performance impeded the adoption of a more resilient but somewhat more complex protocol.
These considerations do not carry the same weight today. Most local-area networks now use broadcast subnets. Replicated data objects stored on such networks are not subject to network partitions as long as all the sites holding replicas are on the same token ring or CSMA/CD segment. Inexpensive variants of the original available copy protocol have been proposed [2, 6, 18] . None of them require instantaneous detection of site failures. Studies of the performance of available copy protocols have shown that these protocols offer a much higher data availability than majority consensus voting [6, 18] and should be used in combination with the regeneration algorithm to improve its data availability [20, 22] .
We present the first comprehensive evaluation of available copy protocols in terms of availability, reliability, mean time to failure and mean time to repair. Our analysis covers the original available copy protocol and two variants that do not require instantaneous detection of site failures. The first, naive available copy maintains no record of site failures; the second, optimistic available copy updates this information only at write and recovery time. We compare the performance of these three protocols with the performances of dynamic voting and general quorum consensus protocols. We also compare the message traffic of the naive and optimistic available copy protocols.
Most of our results are explicitly derived from Markov models of replicated data objects. We found these models well suited to the simple failure modes encountered in networks that cannot partition. Similarly, several previous studies of the availability of dynamic voting protocols [19, [26] [27] [28] have failed to show significant discrepancies between the results obtained from Markov models and discrete event simulation.
In the next section we review the original available copy protocol and present the naive and optimistic available copy protocols. In Section 3, we present an analysis of the reliability and availability of these three protocols and compare their performance with those of the voting protocols. In Section 4, we compare the message costs of the naive and optimistic protocols with that of majority consensus voting. Section 5 summarizes our findings.
Available copy protocols
Available copy protocols are based on the observation that if any one site has been continuously accessible it holds the current version of the data object. Consistency is insured by sending each write to every available copy.
There are three parts to an available copy protocol: write, read and recovery. The rule for writing is extremely simple: write to all accessible replicas. Since all accessible replicas receive each write, they are kept in a consistent state: data can then be read from any accessible replica. If there is a replica of the data at the local site, then the read operation can be accomplished locally, avoiding network traffic.
When a site holding a replica recovers from a failure, this replica needs to be compared with another replica that contains the current version of the data object. If all sites holding replicas of the data object have failed, no replica can recover until the last site to fail can be found. The original available copy protocol [3, 12] relied on a complex mechanism to locate that site. Several sets of failure information had to be maintained in real time, including the set of sites participating in the replication of the data object, the set of sites that had been specifically included and the set of sites that had been specifically excluded. An included site is one that is known to hold a current replica of the data object, an excluded site is one that has failed and the failure has been detected by an operational site.
When a site s fails another site t must detect that failure and execute the transaction exclude(s). A failure detection mechanism is assumed both to exist and to be fool-proof. When a site t repairs following a failure, it attempts to locate another site s that is operational. If such a site can be found, then t will repair from s and request s to execute the transaction include(t). In the presence of a total failure, the information maintained by the include and e x c l u d e transactions is used to determine the last site, or set of sites, to fail. That site is guaranteed to hold a current replica of the data object.
The most controversial assumption is that failures are easily detected and notification of their occurrence can be broadcast to all surviving sites [12] . In general, failures are difficult to detect in a reliable manner. Time-outs are the most common method of detecting failures, but they can delay processing and are unreliable with heavily loaded sites. The original implementation of the available copy protocol required a complex system of monitoring processes for detecting site failure [13] .
The two following protocols do not require instantaneous failure detection. The simpler of these, naive available copy, maintains no system state information. Our other protocol, optimistic available copy, maintains system state information only at write and recovery time. Optimistic available copy approaches the performance of the original protocol since the failure information may be out-of-date, affecting recovery from total failure. But, as the analysis will show, its performance is nearly indistinguishable from that of the original protocol for typical access rates.
Naive available copy
Naive available copy does not maintain any site failure information. It behaves like the other available copy protocols except in the event of a total failure, in which case it must wait for all sites participating in the replication to recover. Our experience indicates that total failures seldom occur in practice, and when they do it is usually due to some catastrophic event such as a power failure. A protocol implementing instantaneous detection of failures would not perform better as it would record a simultaneous failure of all sites holding replicas.
Because our naive protocol maintains no information about sites holding replicas of the data object, network traffic is reduced at the cost of introducing poor worst-case behavior. It exhibits worst-case behavior following a total failure, and as the analysis will show, its performance is very good since total failures seldomly occur.
The recovery protocol for a naive available copy protocol is presented below.
Recovery Protocol 2.1.
(1) If a site t recovers from a failure and it finds another site s already available, t can repair from s.
(3) If a site t recovers from a failure and it finds no other sites available, t must wait for all other sites in C*(Wt) to recover. A site s that holds the current version of the data object must be in C*(W~). Site t repairs from site s and t is then added to the was-available sets of all available replicas.
The following theorem establishes the correctness of our access and recovery protocols. Its proof consists of four parts, considering the cases of write, site failure and the three cases introduced by the recovery protocol. The read operation does not affect the state of the system and so is not considered. Proof. Assume that the invariant holds, as it does in the initial state where all sites are available and Vs ~ S, W s = S. Consider any configuration where the invariant holds, then there are four ways by which the state of the system can change: a write operation can occur, a site can fail, a site can recover and find a replica already available, or a site s can recover and be required to wait for all sites in C * ( W s) to recover. Each case is considered separately.
(1) When a write occurs, there are no comatose sites and all sites which are currently available will receive the write request. Since the write protocol provides the set of available sites as the new was-available set, the was-available sets of all available sites become consistent. The was-available set of each active site now contains the names of all available sites. The was-available sets of the failed sites remain unchanged.
(2) When a site failure occurs, those sites which have failed have as their was-available sets the names of the sites which had current replicas of the data object when the site failed. This is trivially true in the case where all sites have failed since for each site s holding a current version of the replicated data object, s ~ W, and no more writes can occur. If a site s fails, then W s contains the set of sites which received the last write. Let t ~ W~ be any one of those sites. If t subsequently fails and a write occurs following its demise, then some site u which is a successor of t will hold the most recent version of the data, otherwise t holds the most recent version of the data. In either case, t ~ C * (~) .
(3) Suppose that when site s recovers there is a replica of the data object at site t available. The replica at site s will be repaired from the replica at site t according to the recovery protocol. When a site s recovers from a failure it is included in the was-available sets of all available sites, insuring that the invariant is preserved.
(4) Similarly, when all of the sites in C*(Ws) have recovered, the site t that holds the most recent version of the data can then be found. At this point, the recovery of site s is accomplished as in the previous case and the invariant is preserved. [] Another possible design would have read operations updating the was-available sets as write operations do, resulting in a somewhat higher availability as reads often outnumber writes. We decided against it since it would have precluded inexpensive local reads and significantly increased network traffic overhead.
Reliability and availability analysis
In this section we introduce Markov models for the original available copies protocol and its naive and optimistic variants. We first derive the availability, mean time to failure, and mean time to repair of replicated data objects managed by these three protocols. Then we analyze their reliability as it utilizes some results from the availability analysis of the naive available copy protocol. We then compare the performance of available copy protocols with that of voting protocols.
We define the availability A of a data object as the limiting value of the probability p ( t ) that the data object remains accessible at time t, Some operations on replicated data objects experience different availabilities A i. When this is the case, we define the data object's availability as the average availability of all its operations weighted by their relative frequencies. The mean time to failure M T T F and mean time to repair M T T R are related to system availability by the relation
M T T F A = M T T F + M T T R "
While availability, mean time to failure and mean time to repair measure the time averaged robustness of a protocol, its reliability estimates the probability a replicated data object managed by that protocol will remain constantly available over a given period of time. We define the data object's reliability R ( t ) to be the probability that it remains accessible over a time interval of duration t given that all of its units were operating correctly at time t = 0.
We assume that the data object's n replicas reside on distinct sites of a computer network, and are subject to failures. When a site fails, a repair process is immediately initiated. Should several sites fail, the repair process is performed in parallel on these failed sites. Once a site has been successfully repaired, the protocol attempts to update those replicas that might have become obsolete during the time the site was being repaired. Such attempts do not always succeed since they depend on the availability of the current replicas. Since the available copy protocol does not operate correctly in the presence of partitions, we assume the communications network linking the sites where the replicas reside does not fail.
We assume that individual site failures and individual site repairs are independent events distributed exponentially. The probability that a site does not experience a failure during a time interval t is e -at where }, is the failure rate, and the probability that a site is repaired in less than t time units is 1 -e -~t where # is the repair rate.
For simplicity, we assume that all sites have equal failure rates X and repair rates #. Under these conditions, the availability A of any single site is given by
where p = X/g, and the probability of finding exactly k sites available is
Since a replicated data object cannot be accessed unless one of its replicas is available, the availability of a replicated data object with n identical replicas obeys the inequality pn A ( , ) _< a -s 0_< 1 (a) ( a + p ) °
A vailable copy
A replicated data object with n replicas managed by an available copy protocol with perfect system state information can be described by a Markov model with 2n states. The first n states labeled from <1) to <n) represent the data object's states when 1 to n replicas are available. The n states labeled from (0) to <n ---&-] -) represent the data object's states when all replicas entered after a total failure when 0 to n -1 replicas, excluding the last replica to fail, have recovered but remain comatose.
As seen in Fig. 1 , the transitions between states are grouped into two classes: failure transitions and recovery transitions. State ( n ) has only one out-going transition ( n )~ ( n -1 > with rate nX. This transition corresponds to the failure of any of the n replicas of the data object. All other available states < j ) have one out-going failure transition ( j ) ~ ( j -1) with rate jX, and one out-going repair transition ( j ) ~ ( j + 1) with rate (n -j ) g . The situation changes once all replicas have failed. The replicated data object begins in state (0) and returns to state (1) if the last available copy recovers first. If any of the n -1 other replicas recover first, that replica remains comatose and the replicated data object enters state (1) . As a result, state (0) has one out-going transition (0) ---, (1) with rate t~ and another (0) --, ~1) with rate (n -1)t~.
All states ( j ) with j = 1 , . . . , n -2 have three outward transitions: ( j ) --) ( j -1 ) with rate jX corresponding to the failure of the j comatose replicas, another ( j ) ~ ( j + 1) with rate # corresponding to the recovery of the last available copy, and a third one ( j ) --* ( j + 1) with rate ( n -j -1 )~ corresponding to the recovery of one of the other n -j -1 failed replicas. State (n -1) lacks a third outward transition since the only failed replica is necessarily the last replica to fail.
Under these conditions, the availability AAc(n ) of the replicated data object is
where Pi denotes the probability that the replicated data object is in state (i). These Pi are linked by the recurrence relation
where p = X//z, which can be rewritten as
The availability Aac(n ) of replicated data object with n replicas managed by the AC protocol is then
which can be rewritten as the quotient of a polynomial of degree n -1 in P by a polynomial of degree 2n + 1. In particular, we have 
A simple lower bound for the availability can be derived from the equilibrium of flows between states ( n ) , (n -1) . . . . . (2), (1) and states (n -1), (n -2) . . . . . (1), (0). Since we have ~( P . -1 q-P.-2 q-"'" "}-Pl q-P0) = X P l and 0.-1
we can obtain a lower bound for the probability of being in any of the non-available states:
n--1
AAc(,,) < 1 (1+ o)""
To evaluate the mean time to failure of the replicated data object consider the subset of available states. The average time spent by the data object in this subset of states at every visit is equal to its mean time to fail MTTFAc(n ). By applying Little's Law to that subset, we obtain AAc(n ) = MTTFAc ( n ) ?,p,.
Observing that the overall system failure rate XPl is equal to its overall repair rate/z(1 -A ) , we have
The mean time to repair is then 1 MTTRAc (n) = -.
Naive available copy
The naive available copy protocol keeps no record of which replica failed last. Once all the replicas have failed, the recovery protocol waits until all replicas of the data object have recovered. It then selects the replica with the highest version number, marks it as being available and uses it to bring all other replicas up to date.
As seen in Fig. 2 , the state-transition-rate diagram for a replicated data object with n replicas managed by a naive available copy protocol has the same 2n states as if the data object were managed by an available copy protocol with perfect system state information. Transitions between states are quite similar to those observed for the previous analysis except that there are no transitions from state ( j ) with j < n -2 to an available state as no information is present to allow early recovery.
From the state transition diagram, we have
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(n-j)g ~_~J (n-j+l)p.
( n -j + l ) g~Q J (n-j+2)g Fig. 2 . State-transition-rate diagram for naive available copy.
17 from equation (6),
and from equation (7) (
The sum of the probabilities of being in any given state must be equal to one,
This expression can be combined with equation (8) The availability AsAc(n ) of a replicated data object with n replicas managed by a naive available copy consistency protocol is then given by " B(n, O)
,=1
B(n,p)+pB(n,_~)
Applying Little's Law to the subset of available states, we have
where MTTFNAc(n ) is the mean time to fail and hpt the overall system failure rate. The former expression can then be rewritten as
The mean time to repair is then given by
(1)
Optimistic available copy
Since optimistic protocols maintain state information only at write requests, their performance is sensitive to the rate at which these requests occur. When write requests are more frequent, the site availability information is closer to the system's true state and availability improves. This is reflected in the analysis where access rates are explicitly considered.
We assume the same set of Markov hypotheses with the addition of the access rate, a Poisson process with mean •.
The states of the model are labeled by an ordered triple (i, j, k ) . All unavailable states are marked with a bar, as in (i, j , k). For each state, i represents the number of available or comatose replicas that belong to the current was-available set, j represents the cardinality of the current was-available set, and k represents the number of comatose replicas that do not belong to the current was-available set.
The state transition diagram for two replicas is illustrated in Fig. 3 and for three replicas in Fig. 4 . In general, the transitions can be grouped into four classes: transitions between available states, transitions from an available state to an unavailable state, transitions between unavailable states, and transitions from an unavailable state to an available state. The reader will note that write transitions, labeled by k, can also be used to model the rate at which failures are detected in the original available copy protocol. For each state, the sum of the out-going failure transition rates is equal to (i + k)?~ and the sum of the rates of all out-going recovery transition rates is equal to (n -i -k)/~.
Among available states there are three types of transitions: failure transitions (i, j, 0) ~ (i -1, j, 0) occur with rate i~ when 0 < i _<j. Recovery transitions (i, j, 0) ~ (i + 1, i + 1, 0) occur with rate (n -1)/~ when 0 < i < j . And, access transitions (i, j, 0) ~ (i, i, 0) occur with rate ~ when 0 < i < j .
A failure transition from an available state (1, j, 0) to an unavailable state (0, j , 0) occurs with rate ?,. While a recovery transition from an unavailable state ( j -1, j , k) to an available state ( j + k, j + k, 0) occurs with rate/~ when k < n -j . The availability provided by the optimistic available copy protocol approaches the availability provided by an idealized available copy protocol. As the write rate increases, the protocol's state information approaches the system's true state. For AoAc(2), we have lim AOAC(2 ) --p2 + 3p + 1 ,p--.oo (O + 1) 3 --AA¢(2)"
In general, the availability afforded by the optimistic available copy protocol, AoAc(n), approaches the availability provided by an available copy protocol with perfect system configuration information, Aac(n ), as the access rate approaches infinity. This can be seen by considering any of the states with transitions (i, j, 0) ---, (i, i, 0) labeled by x. It has been shown [17] , that as this transition rate approaches infinity, the probability of the system being in state (i, j, 0) goes to 0 and the related transition rates are correspondingly increased. The process may be repeated for each transition labeled by K. The final result is a system with exactly the same state transitions as an available copy protocol with perfect system configuration information.
For two replicas, optimistic available copy is related to naive available copy at low access rates. Consider the availability of the data managed by this protocol when accesses are infrequent. For Aoac(2), we see
The case where only two replicas are considered is special. To see why a write rate of zero is the same as naive available copy, consider the state labeled (1, 2, 0). If the transition labeled by ~¢ has rate zero, then this transition will never occur and there is no path to state (1, 1, 0). The resulting diagram is the same as for two naive available copies. When a larger number of replicas is considered, this protocol does not degenerate into naive available copy. The reason is simple: there are paths via the recovery states which lead into the available states. When a recovery occurs, system state information is exchanged and the view of the system becomes up-to-date. As a result lim AOAC(n ) >ANAc(n ) for n > 2.
We compare the performance of these protocols for two, three and four replicas in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. As expected, the original available copy protocol performs best. But, for reasonable access rates, optimistic available copy quickly converges to a performance level nearly indistinguishable from available copy with Failure rate to repair rate ratio (p) Fig. 6 . Compared availabilities for three available copies (05 is the access rate to repair rate ratio).
instant failure detection. The graphs fail to show significant differences between the three available copy protocols for values of p less than 0.10. Modem computers are characterized by availabilities surpassing 0.95 and by values of p well below 0.05, suggesting that the naive protocol performs as well as the original protocol. Observed repair time distributions are characterized by coefficients of variation less than one. Under such conditions, sites tend to recover in the order they failed. The last site to recover after a total failure is often the last one to fail. Under these conditions the original protocol and its optimistic variant will be unable to recover faster than the naive protocol as they have to wait for the last site to recover in order to find the last current replica of the data object.
Reliability analysis
Correct operation of a replicated data object managed by an available copy protocol is guaranteed so long as at least one of the n replicas of the data object remains operational. Thus, replicated data objects managed by available copy, naive available copy and optimistic available copy protocols have the same reliability RAc(n, t). This reliability only depends on the number n of replicas and their respective failure and repair rates. Since a replicated data object can only operate when at least one replica is accessible, it follows that consistency protocols that do not generate replicas to replace the ones that failed cannot provide higher reliability than available copy protocols [19] . 
.io .is
Failure rate to repair rate ratio (p) Fig. 7 . Compared availabilities for four available copies (05 is the access rate to repair rate ratio).
Systems that remain operational as long as one of a set of n parallel subsystems remains operational are known as 1-out-of-n systems. They constitute a special case of k-out-ofon systems. The evaluation of their reliability requires the solution of n differential equations [10, 21] . McGregor has shown in particular [21] that the reliability of k-out-of-n systems with repairs can be approximated by
,,-expl
where T m is the mean time to failure from an initial configuration where all subsystems are operational.
The approximation results in negligible errors for # > 5nX especially when n > 3.
Since T m is the mean time to fail of the naive available copy, we have
RAc(n, t)----exp --B(n, p) "

Comparison with voting policies
Voting protocols are the most widely studied class of consistency protocols for replicated data objects, probably due to their simplicity and robustness. In their simplest form, voting protocols assume that the correct state of a replicated data object is the state of the majority of its replicas. Ascertaining the state of a replicated data object requires collecting a quorum of the replicas. Should this be prevented by one or more site failures, the replicated data object is considered to be unavailable.
If there are an odd number of replicas all with equal weights, the availability dMcv(n ) of the replicated data object is given by AMcv(n) = F~ s j = -( i + -~ ' n odd (9A)
j=n j=n
If there are an even number of replicas, their weights can be adjusted in order to break the ties occurring when exactly n / 2 replicas are available. The best that can be done is to allow access in one half of these ties. The availability of the replicated data object is then given by n / 2 + l n / 2 + l n 2 0~/2
Sn/2 n -j Dn-j hMcv(n ) = J=-~ sj + T = J=. ~ (l + to)" + 2(1 + to)" , n even (9B) which can be rewritten as AMcv(2k ) = AMcv(2k -1). Majority consensus voting has been extended to allow for different read and write quorums [11] and to allow non-intersecting write quorums (general quorum consensus [14] ). All these protocols are called static protocols because the required quorums of replicas and the number of votes assigned to each replica are never modified. Dynamic protocols that adjust quorums, such as dynamic voting and its variants [7, 15, 16, 27] , or modify the number of votes assigned to each replica [1] can minimize the impact of site failures. They have been shown to increase the availability over static protocols such as majority consensus voting.
The dynamic voting protocol [7] instantly adjusts quorums to reflect changes in the state of the network holding the replicas. The protocol requires each site to maintain in real time a connection vector recording the state of the network. Since the original dynamic voting protocol does not assign weights to replicas and does not include a tie-breaking rule, a majority block must always contain at least two replicas. A simple extension, linear-dynamic voting [15] , resolves ties by applying a total ordering to the sites. Hybrid dynamic voting [16] , a more recent dynamic protocol, integrates static voting and linear-dynamic voting. Like dynamic voting, it always disallows accesses when less than two replicas are available.
Theorem 3.1. The availability AAc(n ) of a replicated data object with n identical replicas managed by the original available copy consistency protocol is greater than the availability A MCV ( n ) of a replicated data object with 2n -1 or 2n identical replicas managed by the majority consensus voting protocol as long as the failure rate to repair rate ratio p remains less than or equal to one.
Proof, Since AMcv(2n --1) = AMCV(2n ), we only need to prove that AAc(n ) > AMCV(2n --1) for all p < 1.
(i) From equations (9A) and (3), we know that AAc(2 ) > AMCV(3 ) and AAc(3 ) > AMcv(5).
(ii) For k _> 4, compare the lower bound for AAc(n ) given by inequality (5) with the upper bound for AMcv(2n -1)
AMcv(2n--1) < 1
A sufficient condition for Agc(n ) > AMCV(2n --1) is then given by Proof. Consider a replicated data object X with 2n replicas managed by the general quorum consensus protocol. Let o 1 . . . . . o m be th¢ m operations defined on X and let fi be the relative frequency of operation o i. Since different quorums are associated with different operations, the replicated data object has a different availability AGoc(2n ) for each operation og. We can define the average availability AGQc(2n) of X as the average availability of all operations defined on X weighted by their relative frequencies f,:
Assume now that the largest quorum of the most frequent operation oj is some integer k < n. There must be at least one operation o t such that one of its quorums intersects with the largest quorum of oj. If ft is the relative frequency of o~, an upper bound for the average availability of X is then given by
AoQc(2n) < 1 -/ ' ( 1 "
A sufficient condition for AAc(n) > AGQC(2n) is then given by
This inequality holds for all ft such that
a condition which will be almost always verified in practice as failure-rate-to-repair rate ratios are typically well below 0.1. For instance, when n = 3 and k = 1, AC outperforms G Q C with twice the number of replicas as long as /, > W -' ( 1 + which reduces to fl > 0.0067 for p = 0. Proof. Dynamic voting and hybrid dynamic voting protocols require at least two current replicas of the replicated data object to be available in order to allow access to the replicated data object. For both protocols
Since np" 
Discussion
Two questions still remain unanswered. Available copy protocols have been shown to provide the highest possible reliability figures for all consistency protocols that do not generate new replicas to replace those that have failed. One may wonder how far from optimum are the availabilities provided by these protocols, and ask how well optimistic available copy, naive available copy and the original available copy protocols fare when compared to the voting protocols.
In the absence of any optimal consistency protocol for replicated data objects, the best alternative is to select as a benchmark the availability of a replicated data object that can be accessed as long as one replica availabilities provided by available copy protocols differ only by a narrow margin from the availability provided by an ideal protocol. Hence, it is unlikely that a protocol improving upon the performance of available copy protocols without regenerating failed replicas will be found.
These conclusions need to be qualified as they rely on the hypotheses introduced by our Markovian analysis. It was assumed that network partitions and other partial communication failures were impossible. This assumption holds as long as all replicas of the data object are stored on the same C S M A / C D segment or on the same token ring. But, it precludes the use of available copy protocols in many environments where site holding replicas are separated by gateways, unless the protocol is augmented to detect and reconcile inconsistencies introduced while the network was partitioned [8] . The voting protocols are not subject to this limitation.
Available copy protocols do not guarantee serializability of concurrent accesses as do voting protocols. To allow concurrent accesses, available copy protocols must be supplemented by a locking protocol if the network does not provide atomic broadcast [4] .
Finally, simultaneous failures of all sites holding replicas were not considered. Such failures often result from external events such as power failure or high-voltage transients. Available copy protocols require the recovery of all replicas that were assumed to be available before the failure. This is not a problem as long as none of the sites holding replicas are permanently damaged. Modification of optimistic available copy to disallow accesses when the new was-available set does not contain at least a fixed fraction q of the sites included in the previous was-available set will reduce the risk. The parameter q should be chosen to be well below 0.5 so as not to affect data availability. The modified protocol allows recoveries after a total failure once [(1 -q)m] + 1 of the m sites included in the most recent was-available set have recovered.
Traffic analysis
An important, often neglected, aspect of the performance of consistency protocols is the cost in message traffic. In this section, we evaluate the traffic costs of naive available copy and optimistic available copy protocols and compare them to the cost of majority consensus voting. We do not consider the original available copy protocol as it requires a constant exchange of messages among the available sites and has a traffic cost bounded only by the rate at which the polling messages are generated.
Our analysis focuses on the number of highqevel transmissions that occur, such as requests for version numbers, block transfers, and the like. The details of the network implementation will determine the actual number of messages generated by a high-level request. We also assume that each write operation requires a two-phase commit protocol to ensure serializability and atomicity. Our results are therefore different from those presented in [6] since that study did not consider the additional message traffic resulting from commit protocols.
We will consider two addressing mechanisms: multicast mechanisms in which a single transmission may be received by several sites, and networks which require transmissions to be addressed to an individual site. The three protocols retain their relative advantages in either type of network, though the differences are amplified in a single destination network.
We make some simplifying assumptions about the model. We assume that in each case the local site holds a replica of the data, a favorable assumption for all protocols since it allows local data access. We consider the case where all sites are operational, which is the most c o m m o n situation. If this assumption were not made, the voting protocol would suffer since more messages would have to be sent in order to collect a quorum of replicas when failed sites are encountered.
To implement a two-phase commit, naive available copy protocols and optimistic available copy protocols require three exchanges of information: the coordinator needs to send a request commit message to the n -1 non-local replicas, these n -1 replicas need to return their answers and the coordinator needs then to send them a final commit message. The total number of high-level messages exchanged during a write operation is nWc = 1 + (n -1) + 1 = n + 1 in a multicast network, and nWc = 3(n -1) in a unicast network. Since the local site holds a replica of the data, all reads can be performed locally and do not result in any network traffic. Hence n~c = 0.
Under majority consensus voting, dynamic voting, linear-dynamic voting and hybrid dynamic voting, read and write operations need to consult a majority of replicas. Write operations will therefore require n w = [n/2J + 2 high-level messages in a multicast network, and n w = 3in/21 messages in a unicast network. We should point out that these figures represent strict minima: very few voting protocols implement writes by updating exactly [n/2] + 1 replicas of the data object since a failure of any of these [n/2] + 1 replicas would make the data object temporarily unavailable.
As the replicas participating in a read do not need to commit, read operations only require n~ = 1 + [n/2] high-level messages in a multicast network, and nRv = 2[n/2] messages in a unicast network.
Read operations can be made less expensive by using quorum consensus voting and reducing the read quorum. This would however result in a larger write quorum, which would increase the cost of read operations and lower the write availability of the data object.
If r is the read to write ratio, the average number of high-level messages exchanged by the available copy protocol during an operation is n + l nAC----l + r in a multicast network, and in a unicast network. These conditions are met for most data objects as research on observed access patterns have shown the read to write ratios of typical computer systems to be in the neighborhood of 2.5 : 1 [23] . The comparison is even more favorable to available copy protocols in situations where a single writer policy can be enforced. Since available copy protocols only require commits to ensure serializability of writes, the number of messages exchanged during a write operation becomes ,w n a c = 1 + (n -1) = n in a ,w 2(n -1) in a unicast network. Besides, a single response from any replica is multicast network, and ngc = sufficient to guarantee that a write is successful. This property has been used in the Gemini replicated file system to improve read and write access times [5] . Gemini enforces a single writer policy and uses a semi-synchronous write policy that combines a voting protocol at open time and an available copy approach during file access. As a result reads can be performed on the closest current replica of the file and writes can return after having received the response of a single replica.
However, there are some data objects for which available copy protocols are not optimal. These objects, such as logs and mailboxes, typically are more often updated than they are read. General quorum consensus would result in a smaller message overhead as it allows inexpensive writes at the cost of more expensive reads.
Conclusions
Available copy protocols have not yet received the attention they deserve because they were believed to be hard to implement and their performance never fully understood. We have investigated two available copy protocols that are easy to implement and provide superior availabilities and reliabilities. The first protocol, naive available copy, does not maintain state information and waits for the recovery of all sites holding replicas following a total failure. The second protocol, optimistic available copy, maintains state information at write and recovery time and performs nearly as well as protocols assuming instantaneous detection and propagation of this information.
Markov models were used to compare the performance of these protocols with those afforded by the original available copy protocol, majority consensus voting, general quorum consensus and an ideal protocol allowing unrestricted access. We found that available copy protocols provided the highest possible reliability for any consistency protocol that does not generate new replicas to replace those that failed. We also found that available copy protocols yielded availabilities much superior to those obtained with majority consensus voting or general quorum consensus with twice the number of replicas.
Naive available copy and optimistic available copy were found to yield a lower message traffic than voting protocols in the range of read-to-write normally found in most installations.
Three major conclusions can be drawn from this study. First, available copy protocols can be implemented efficiently and constitute the method of choice to manage replicated data objects in environments where partitions are excluded. This will be the case when all replicas are on the same C S M A / C D segment, the same token ring, or when the protocol is augmented to detect and reconcile inconsistencies introduced while the system was partitioned. Second, there is very little difference between the availabilities provided by naive available copy and optimistic available copy protocols for the small values of the failure rate to repair rate ratio typical of most modern hardware. Finally, it is highly unlikely that any consistency protocol improves on the performance of available copy protocols unless it regenerates failed replicas.
Further research in the area should focus on protocols that are resilient to partial communication failures. A promising avenue of research is the development of voting protocols that take into account the topology of the network, like topological dynamic voting [27] or voting with ghosts [31] . Preliminary simulation results indicate that these protocols effectively bridge the performance gap that exists between available copy protocols and voting protocols.
